
Year 2 Home Learning

Friday 22nd March – Friday 29th March 2019

Dear Parents & Carers,

It has been another busy week at school. In English we have been writing our own imaginative space
story. In Mathematics we have been learning about measuring length, weight and capacity as well as
revisiting fractions. In R.E. we have continued to learn about the festival of Eid and how it is
celebrated. In Science we have continued to observe our growing bean plants and how they are
changing over time. In P.E. we have been practicing our throwing skills and working on finding spaces
to pass to.

Reading: Please keep reading at home and encouraging your child to complete their quizzes at school.
Remember to let us know about their home reading (any reading it doesn’t have to be their school
reading book) in their home contact books. The children are making really good progress with their
reading and we are very grateful for all of the support you are providing at home.

Spelling: Thank you for your support with last week’s spellings. Here are this week’s 1 and 2 Star
Spellings. Remember the children only need to learn 1 set of spellings but please do encourage
them to challenge themselves. This week’s spellings are:

 1 Star Spellings   2 Star Spellings 
1. was
2. his
3. has
4. you
5. your

1. gnawed
2. knew
3. gnarled
4. know
5. pull

6. push
7. good
8. look
9. it’s
10. couldn’t

The children have also been practising spelling tricky words and applying new phonics sounds related
to their phonics/spelling phase. You can see the words and sounds that your child has been learning
this week on our phonics/spelling newsletter. We will not be testing the children specifically on these
words although they may relate to our weekly spellings above.

Maths: We have set some activities on Mathletics that you might like to do this week as well as the
attached mathematics sheet.

Writing: We have attached some paper and a copy of our writing target pencil in case your child
would like to do some writing this week. Perhaps they would like to write their own space themed
story.

Optional extra: We have been learning all about space this term and the planets in our solar system.
Of all the planets scientists have explored only one is known to have life – Earth. Since planet Earth
is both unique and fragile we would like children to begin to think of ways to help look after it for the
future. However they choose to help save the Earth we would love to see it recorded in their busy
books.

Please remember we do not expect you to complete all of the suggested pieces of homework. Pick and
choose what you would like to practice this week. As an added reward for learning at home every time
you read or complete a piece of homework you will receive 2 dojo points.



Forest School:
Red Class have Forest School in the morning next Thursday 28th March. Children come to school
wearing suitable outdoor clothing and bring school uniform in a bag to change into.
Yellow Class have Forest School in the afternoon next Thursday 28th March. Children come to school
wearing school uniform and bring suitable outdoor clothing in a bag to change into.

Shared Golden Time: Year 2 have their Shared Golden Time on Friday, 29th March at 2.40pm. We
hope you can join us.

Plastic bottle tops: We will be creating a whole school Art project and would like donations of any
plastic bottle tops. We would be grateful if you could send these in with your child.  Thank you.

Secret Agent Training (SATs): We will be starting our SATs next week.  This will include children
being taught in groups across Year 2 every morning.  This model already works well for our phonics
and spelling as it ensures that the activities are planned specifically to meet a whole group’s needs.
We will have our Stunning Start on Monday – please keep it a surprise!

Thank you for your time and support

Mrs Kreiselmeier and Mr Pollard



Mathematics

Can children solve these maths brain teasers?

What weighs more- a kilogram of feathers or a kilogram of bricks? Explain your answer (you may
illustrate with pictures if you want).

Which container has more liquid in it? How do you know? Explain your answer (you may illustrate with
pictures if you want).






